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Darran Leal’s PHOTO TIPS
GREAT LANDSCAPES
Note that the following information is general in nature due to
the many different cameras available and situations to shoot.
Landscape photography is one of the most popular forms
of making photo’s today. Not only do you end up with lovely
looking images, but you also experience nature ‘in the raw’.
Do you currently shoot what you consider to be a great
landscape image? Lets talk about that.
Shooting a great landscape requires more thought than point and shoot. The photographer needs to consider...
1. Best location.
2. Best angle/perspective.
3. Best timing - light in particular.
4. Best lens.
5. Best aperture. (and maybe shutter speed)
6. What about processing?
Lets start with an iconic subject - sand dunes. Key points
to shooting great sand dune images are as above, but with
these specific points considered:
1. How you approach the dune.
2. Can you add a ‘dimensional look’ to the result?
3. Visualisation - shooting beyond a ‘snap shot’. (KEY)
4. Technical - what aperture, what shutter speed?
5. Processing - what specific techniques will work best?
Have a look at these example images from Namibia on the
right. They were shot with different lenses, angles and time of
day. My biggest tip is - VISUALISATION. Don’t walk up to a
great subject and simply ‘snap it’. Give thought to the above
points - and - how you are going to process the result.
Most of my landscapes are shot using Aperture Priority, most
often f11 and hand held. Yes I use a tripod, but if I can get at
least a 60th of a second shutter speed, I prefer to hand hold.
Variables occur like the bottom image, where I used f5.6 to
help with a faster shutter speed to compensate for the plane
movement.
I love shooting landscapes and I get very excited around sand
dunes. From those of Central Australia, to the Sahara, Death
Valley and my favourite - Namibia. Can’t get enough of the
creative ripples, lines, colours and different tones. This is one
subject where very early and late light is a must! These hours
create shadows and the shadows help to give your subject a
greater diversity or, dimensional look.
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The two top images, previous page, show one of my favourite
techniques and lens use. They were shot using a super wide
angle lens, hand held. This allows me to get right up close to
unique features like a change in the dune ripples or perhaps a
small animal and emphasis that facet of the scene. It can offer
a 3D type perspective - a dimensional look to your result. To
change perspective, I might use a long telephoto lens like the
example of the dead trees in Sossusvlei, (right) with billowing
sand during a sand storm. Another option is to try and get
high above the dunes. Scenic flights are best, but today a
drone is also very usable.
SECOND EXAMPLES...
We are targeting another one of my favourite locations on
earth – Patagonia. Since 1989, I have been visiting this
beautiful location. Cerro Fitzroy and nearby Cerro Torre
are key shoot locations. We have camped to be closer, this
offering quality time and also stayed in town. Both offer very
good shoot opportunities, if you know where and when to go.
In this region, morning is predominately the best time. I have
spent a few mornings waiting for the light, only to say – O’ well
tomorrow. (Usually too much cloud cover.) Then you get that
special morning where a few clouds allow you to experience
one of the best sunrise locations on our planet!
Cerro Torre in Argentina (middle left) is a great location to
shoot landscapes. A key tip – be prepared to get up early
to shoot that first light. Nearby Fitzroy is the same – great
early light. Quality time will also allow you to explore the
many opportunities that these regions offer. After more than a
dozen visits, I am still discovering new angles!
Generally, a 24-105mm lens will cover most shoots in this
region and in most locations. I have also used super wide
and long telephoto lenses. Again that word VISUALISATION
comes into play. For me, Pre-Visualisation is the starting
point. I will be thinking about, or studying up on a location and
a good starting point to shoot that landscape.
SETTINGS & NEUTRAL DENSITY (ND) FILTERS
ND filters are all the rage currently, but are nothing new.
The waterfall image on the following page was shot in 2005
with a 10 stop ND filter. This ability to “slow down time” can
be fun and creative. However ask yourself, do you want
every image you shoot to look this way? As mentioned, my
default favourite settings are Aperture Priority, f11 and I use
a tripod with first/last light at ISO 100-200. I soon change to
200-400ISO and hand hold once I can get at least a 60th of
a second.
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PROCESSING LANDSCAPE IMAGES
EXAMPLE RIGHT
It is very important to have good base skills to process a
landscape image. This often starts before you take the image
- VISUALISATION.
I can not stress enough that before you shoot, you are
thinking how you will process the image. Again, this is nothing
new, in the digital age. It was a bit different in the film era
due to the complexities of processing yourself. With Adobe
Lightroom, processing is easy.
The example image right was shot in 2005. The first image
(top left) is the RAW file. The image next to it is the final
processed file. Next image shows the settings used in the
BASIC panel in Lightroom. This is the key to great processing
- use the BASIC Panel as much as is possible for the simplest
and best results.
* Contrast - I add a little contrast to most of my images.
* Clarity - I usually add Clarity to landscapes only.
* Vibrance - Adds colour punch to your RAW file. We could
vary this in the film days. Less Vibrance will offer a Agfa type
result. A bit of punch is like Kodak and punchy is like FujiFilm.
* Saturation - I rarely use both Vibrance and Saturation
together, but for this image, it helped the mountain to ‘glow’.
This is how I could see it at the time.
* Sharpening - I apply small amounts of sharpening.
All of the above are personal and the most important point to
note - settings change with EVERY image. Yes I will start with
a base Preset similar to the above points, but then I look at
the image and make decisions on what will work best for my
creative visualised result.
While I used an overall ND filter on the lens, I also applied
Graduation filters when processing in Lightroom. This is a
very powerful tool. The bottom two images right show (red
shadow look) how I used Graduation Filters. I used a ND
Grad filter to brighten up the waterfall area - plus one stop.
I also added a second ND GF filter to the top, to lower the
exposure of the mountain, this emphasizing the natural cloud
shadow. You can also use the Adjustment Brush to target an
area, or the Radial Tool to target for a different creative look.
THE RESULT - is an image that would look fantastic on any
book cover. And as I have a few versions of this image, I copy
this processed version, Paste to the new image and change
just a little slider or two for it’s own version.
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TIP
While small tricks and for some, large manipulations in
Photoshop are what they like, personally I stick to great
standard processing and great in camera techniques. (I talk
more about this on the next page.) I have been published in
over 20 different magazines, writing more than 300 articles
since 1984 and work in over 200 books world wide. This is
not showing off, rather showing that good processing is in
demand.
EXAMPLE TWO
The top image is the original RAW file. The next image is the
processed version and below that are the BASIC settings.
The bottom image is the same scene, but I shot two images
and used the stitch mode in Lightroom to make a panorama.
Today you can do that, or if you own a large MP camera, at
least 36MP, then you could crop to suit.
Note the perspective difference between the top and bottom
images. The top used at 20mm lens, while the bottom used
a 50mm lens. I also shot to use the image as a panorama. I
over lapped the shots by 25% and stitched them together in
Adobe Lightroom.
The background detail looks closer with the 50mm focal
length. At times, I will use 400mm to help ‘compact’ the scene
and bring a far off background into prominence.
THE RESULT - below is an image that would look fantastic
as a two page spread.
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MAKING A LANDSCAPE - Layers...
Something that is not new (that saying again) but is getting
some photographers excited is Focus Stacking and Illustrative
layered Images. This is when a photographer takes a series
of images, either close together, or over a time period and
blends them together in Photoshop. (Other programmes
are available but with a lot less help.) So they are not a true
representation of a moment in time, (focus Stacking is...)
rather a created representation. Some go further to add in
new elements from people to animals.
This is easy to do with a couple of quick lessons. My only
negative to this style is when the photographer does not
openly acknowledge the fact that they have made the image
by using multiple images and a layered technique. They
simply post the image on something like Instagram and say
- how smart am I...
For some, the results look great, but is it a photo? Or, is it a
Photo Illustration? I think the latter. What ever your thoughts,
it can be fun and rewarding. Just be honest and proud of
your skills!
Still other educators make the process seem difficult and
protracted. Keen to understand Focus Stacking and working
in layers? Go to: http://russellbrown.com - Russell has a load
of FREE Photoshop video tutorials that you can follow step by
step. Or check out Mark Galer for more FREE tips http://markgaler.com
THE RESULT - after stitching together 4 vertical images in
Lightroom, I get image 2. This is a stand-alone lovely result.
Some photographers then love to add other elements.
The only trouble is that anything and everything is added for
a “creative result”. Again, I have no issue with this until the
photographer forgets to tell the audience what they did. That
is, they try to make out it is a unique single shot.
The next image shows the Australian Thorny Devil, then
the Namibian Oryx and the bird is from Mongolia. This was
quickly (too quickly) put together (30 minutes) and is not
perfect, as the giveaway is shadows. If I was serious about
producing something more accurate or creative, it might take
me a days work.
It is fun and challenging, but be honest and proud of your
creative talents.
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HISTOGRAMS
Some photographers place great importance on Histograms.
I only place great importance, “as the very last facet to
processing”. During shooting, I try to keep both the Black
Point and White Point information without clipping. However,
this is sometimes impossible.
To be honest, I rarely even check my Histogram after
shooting. I trust my sensor and base photography skills.
While processing, I again rarely check the Histogram.
However, my KEY final step is to check the Histogram. I
make most adjustments with the Black or White sliders.
Occasionally, I might use Exposure. Our camera sensors are
so good that you can ‘pull’ a lot of information out of an image.
The only one area it is most difficult, is over exposed areas.
So Shadows and Blacks clipped, is of little trouble. Lots of
White (highlight) clipping may cause problems. Of course this
all comes down to what you are trying to create.
KEY PROCESSING TIP
I can not tell you this enough...
LIGHT BRIGHT - TO THE RIGHT
This is (on most occasions) how you want your Histogram to
look. The bottom right image is a good example. Note that
the RAW version, second image down, clipped a little (White
Point) at the time of shooting.
Great landscape images don’t just happen. They require
passion, dedication and an eye to the opportunity. Quality
time at quality locations will increase your opportunities and
while early and late light is often the best, this is not always
true. Some of my best landscapes were shot in the middle of
the day.
Finally, you need to start all of this by keeping everything
simple. You do not need to learn Photoshop to be a great
landscape photographer. You do not need the most expensive
gear. What you do need to do or follow, is a few of the points
in this feature. In time, you will see an improvement.
More of these tips will be added from time to time. Please
check our website. Another great option is to download my
eBook - it’s FREE and loaded with more than 100 pages of
information to help you shoot great images. It is fantastic on
your phone as a quick reference or motivational guide.
Enjoy...
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